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Warmest of Greetings! 

Welcome to YOUR free gift from me to you!

If you’re reading this I’m going to assume your mind is at least

a little bit open, if not wide open. That doesn’t mean you’re

stupid, or crazy or silly, it means you have the intelligence to

know that there is much more going on in this world than we

can experience with our five senses. With that being said, read

on to find an easy step-by-step formula that if practiced daily,

will open your mind to experience true, unshakeable joy, what

I call joy for NO reason. The cool thing is, this joy has a

delicious side-effect, and that is it will turn you into a

manifesting magnet. That means you will be able to finally

achieve your heart’s desires. 

The following process is a daily routine that is easy to

implement, takes very little time and can actually change your

life. First up, I won’t make you wait.... is a list of the steps.

Following that, an explanation of why each step is important. 

You do not have to be religious at all to partake in this exercise,

though you can be. The Universe is vibrational. Your joy and
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your problems, your happiness and your despair really all have

to do with vibration. You may believe in a Divine power, or just

the force or quantum power that is out there in the Universe, it

doesn’t matter. What matters is being consistent in following

these steps. The goal for this gift, and for my latest books,

Messages from Transcendent Beings, AND Kino Martial Arts

Student Manual, is to have everyone, religious or not, spiritual

or not, confused or enlightened, master or student, Democrat or

Republican, black or white, legal or not, coming together in love

and joy by revving up their vibrational alignment, “pulling light”

many times a day and preparing this world for what is to come.

In other words, it is meant to bring everyone together in light

and in love and that is absolutely possible through vibrational

alignment! 

You will find several items in quotes and/or italics. Unless

otherwise noted, they are taken from, Messages from

Transcendent Beings, We Are Not Alone, and Kino Martial Arts

Student Handbook, A Guide for Every day Living with Purpose.
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What you are learning here is a quick and easy way to align your

personal vibration to the quantum power in the Universe, or to

God, or the Angels, or your Spirit Guides or to Benevolent

Beings or simply your own higher consciousness. You don’t

have to dedicate hours and hours to it. It only takes a few

seconds, but boy is it powerful. When you align vibrationally to

a higher vibration,  you find a delicious side benefit.... Joy! And

Joy too has a delicious side benefit.... it turns you into a

manifesting magnet! 

“True joy comes through an awareness and awakening to life

beyond this Earthly realm, and this awakening comes from

spiritual alignment.” 

~Grandmaster Eric Kino in Messages from Transcendent

Beings~

Let’s get started! I won’t make you wait and read through a

bunch of fluff before we get to the heart of the matter... Here are

the steps right up front. Following is a quick explanation of how

to easily accomplish each step!

1. Be an observer of your own thoughts

2. Let go

3. Hydrate

4. Stretch

5. Pull Light
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6. Meditation/Prayer

7. Pay Attention

1. - Be an observer of your own thoughts

Everything begins with thought. There is nothing that can be

done without thought, and there is nothing that can be done that

is of the light without positive thought. So, observe your own

thoughts. Are they positive, or are you focusing on your fear of

what could happen, what might happen, on hate, on violence, on

despair?

“Be an observer of your thoughts. Don’t judge yourself. Don’t

be frustrated with yourself. Only observe. That is the

beginning.” 

When you find yourself in a bad situation, angry, frustrated, sad,

depressed, stand back and simply observe your own thoughts.

Do NOT try to change them. Just observe...for now . 

2.- Let go

This is one of the most difficult things for people to do. Just try.

Think of the very worse case scenario and then say, whatever

will be will be. This letting go, this acceptance helps your mind

and heart to actually relax. In my book, the boy trapped in the
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cave finally let’s go, though his death is imminent. This letting

go is what changed his vibration and allowed him to change

what was happening. Most people will find that they will have

to do this step many times a day.... but always do it at least

once....early in the morning is a great time. 

Let go of all expectations. Let go of any negative thoughts or

emotions. Let go of your need or want for anything. Simply

accept all that is you right now. Say, ‘yes,’ to who you are, what

you are, where you are, how you are, right now in this very

moment. If you are in a place that feels pretty good, be grateful

for it. If you are in a place that feels terrible, wallow in it, but

either way, accept it. At this moment, you may be feeling a little

bit  rebellious about what I’ve just asked you to do for you may

not want to accept where you are right this minute. I am not

asking you to never again reach for what you desire. What I ask

is a tiny adjustment in your thought, for before you reach for

anything else, you must accept and say ‘yes’ to the now. The

working toward goals comes later. For now, let go. 

Every day, throughout your day, let go. Stop pushing. Relax.

Accept. If you feel yourself tense up about anything, let go.

Visualization always helps, so, take a deep breath, and as you

exhale, see yourself letting go of a taut rope. You let go and you

float down to land softly. 

This ‘letting go’ sometimes takes practice. We are so used to
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gripping onto everything in life with such desperation that

letting go seems impossible. Let go as if you are accepting that

your life is coming to an end. Surrender. You will know when

you have achieved this moment of surrender because you will

suddenly experience the most freedom you have ever felt in your

life. It’s a wonderful, empowering feeling. 

3. - Hydrate

Water is not only perfect for flushing out impurities from our

bodies, it is a super conductor and therefore, staying hydrated

is an important part of the energy connection between our

bodies and Source energy. It is a spiritual conduit.

4. - Stretch

You might think I’m speaking of your mind, and yes, I always

ask that you ...

“Stretch your mind and open it up to new possibilities.”

“However, in this section we are actually speaking about

stretching your body. Your body is more important than you

may think in the seeking of vibrational  alignment.  In this

Earthly realm, our bodies are the clear point in which the

spiritual meets the physical. 

“Our bodies are important, but this doesn’t mean that the only

way to connect with spirit or our higher consciousness is to be
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physically fit, though many people who focus on health and

fitness also find a beautiful spiritual connection. (Ever heard of

a runner’s high?) I always recommend everyone be as fit as

possible, but if you are not fit, don’t let this defeat you. You do

not have to be perfectly fit to align vibrationally or spiritually.

Anyone in any physical condition can reach beautiful alignment.

You can be handicapped, wheelchair bound, even paralyzed. I

ask you to simply stretch, for I have found that the moment we

decide to stretch the body, to use it properly, to be grateful for

it, the higher the vibration that moves through it, and the higher

the vibration, the closer we are to the higher realms. 

“How can someone who is paralyzed stretch? Remember,

thoughts are an energy form. See it! Use this same principle if

you have a difficult time using your body. See it. Try it. Take

small steps in the right direction. 

“Though I always recommend yoga, this stretching should not

be difficult or complicated. Make it easy. Bend, breathe, stretch

over your head, breathe, lean to the side, breathe. Hold the

stretch, any stretch, for at least three breaths and then change

positions. It doesn’t matter what stretches you do, as long as you

are slow and gentle with your body. Be safe. Be comfortable.

Breathe oxygen and light into each part of the body that you

stretch and try to hit most major areas, (legs, waist, arms,

chest.) Do this stretching for at least five minutes, unless you are

truly enjoying it. If that is the case, stretch as long as you like.”
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5. - Pull Light

This is a super easy process that takes all of two seconds. Even

though it may be the shortest part of everything so far, it may

very well be the most important part. I hesitate to say that,

because each of these keys are important. It’s like a combination

lock. However, I cannot stress enough how important this step

is. It has changed my own day and my circumstances hundreds

of times now. Here’s what you do:

“See a bright light coming from the heavens toward the top of

your head, (the crown chakra.) Some people like to embellish

this procedure, seeing it come from a distant galaxy, to the

Milky Way, to the solar system, to our planet, through the

atmosphere, through the roof of the building they are occupying

and finally into their bodies through the top of their heads. Some

people see this as the light of Christ, some see it as coming from

the finger of God, some from a star. I don’t embellish mine so

much, for it is not necessary. I find the simpler I make things,

the better they work for me. However, others feel the exact

opposite...so embellish away if want!

“I usually begin by saying these words in my mind, “I call upon

the light of Source,” or, “I call upon the light of God,” or a fun

one I like to use, “Power Shield activated!” (Makes me feel like

a superhero, lol!)  As I speak the words I immediately ‘see,’

(visualize,) the light burst from the heavens into the crown of my

head. I ‘see’ this light move all the way through my body. I ‘see’
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this light increase in brightness and volume as it fills my body,

moves through my body and exits. If I am standing I ‘see’ this

light exit through my fingertips and soles of my feet to continue

on into the Earth and all the way to the Earth’s core. If I am

sitting, I ‘see’ this light exit my body through the root chakra

and again, continue down into the Earth’s core. 

“Sometimes I pulse this light in huge bursts and sometimes I just

let it flow. Do what feels the best to you. Say what feels the most

comfortable to you. If you are not religious at all, simply call

upon the communal light of the Universe. It doesn’t matter.

What does matter is you are “pulling light” through your body.

“For, where there is light, there can be no darkness.” 

“Now, you must understand that when you are visualizing this

light coming through your body, indeed, that is exactly what is

happening.

 

“Your thoughts are energy and what you think and what you

say and what you visualize, IS. Thought energy exists.” 

When you first begin to do this, you may not feel anything.

Eventually though, you will. When I first began to feel

something, after a few weeks of doing this almost constantly,

(that is, every time I thought about it during the course of my

day,) it was a strange feeling in my little finger on my left hand.
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I realized that whenever I pulled light, my finger would stick out

and curve in a strange way as if I were being electrocuted. I

realized I could actually feel this power as it moved through me

and I knew then that what I was visualizing truly was taking

place. 

Now it sounds like I am asking you to do a long light

meditation. That is not what this is. It is a two second whoosh of

light and power moving through you. I call upon the light and

whoosh, it is done. Take longer if you want, but I have found

that a fast explosion of light is easier for most people and makes

them more willing to do it. So.... pull light, two seconds, it is

done. Great job!

Like the feeling? Want more? Do it again. Do it three times in

a row, or five, or sit with it for as long as you like. The point is,

everyone can do two seconds. So do it!

6. - Meditation/Prayer

Meditation and prayer, though similar, are not the same. I

actually use both. My prayer is usually a statement of gratitude,

a statement of intention and an asking for divine guidance. My

meditation is a quieting of the mind for if we do not quiet the

mind, we will not hear the messages that come to us. These

messages may be from God, from a Divine source, from our

higher selves, from our eternal families or from any source of
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light. I highly encourage you to pull light and be attuned only to

sources of love and light. To do anything else is foolhardy and

could be dangerous. I am a warrior of light and I do not

compromise with evil or dark and negative forces. 

I will not instruct how to pray, for each person’s religion or

spirituality is different. Do what you feel good about. 

From Grandmaster Eric Kino about meditation: “How do we

meditate? There are no firm rules, though some disciplines

will tell you that their way is the best way. What I think about

that is – YOUR way is the best way. In other words, whatever

you instinctually feel comfortable with is the way you should

go. The best for one is not the best for all.” 

Here is what I teach my students: Simply sit or lie down

comfortably, take a few deep cleansing breaths and then just

breathe normally, in and out anywhere from five to fifteen

minutes. The longer you take, the more inspiration flows. 

Now, you may have heard that you should focus on your breath.

The reason for that is to keep your mind from wandering and

thinking about a thousand different things, which we, as

humans, have a tendency to do. Focusing on your breath as it

enters and leaves your body is the simplest and closest thing to

our goal, which is, no thought at all. Breathing is an instinctive

action and doesn’t require much effort. Your mind will wander

away from your breathing, and when you realize it has done
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that, simply bring it back to the breath, in, and out. Do NOT feel

like you’ve failed because your mind wandered, for that would

bring negative emotion. Be kind to yourself. Be forgiving of

yourself. Love yourself. You are a beautiful creation capable of

much good, love and light. Let go. Be a light. 

I have a trick I use when my mind is being particularly active,

racing all over the place because I am upset or worried or

stressed or in despair. It’s a visualization. I simply see a body of

water, a lake, a pool, a quiet stream, a bird bath.... I see it with

waves or ripples and slowly I see the surface calm and the water

become still. It is very relaxing. Try it. 

7. - Pay Attention

You may ask, “Pay attention to what?” To everything. To

synchronicities that happen throughout your day. To the person

sitting across from you on the bus. To the birds chirping over

your head. Listen. Watch. Be the observer of life. Remember the

positive thoughts. The inspired thought will come. The “aha”

moments will come. The meeting of a key person will happen.

You will begin to see things from a higher perspective and your

fears and anxieties will melt away. You will begin to feel joy. 

There are no such things as coincidences. The Universe is not

random. Everything, EVERYTHING, happens for a reason.

When you are thinking of someone and they call you out of the
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blue, it is not random, nor a coincidence.  When you pay

attention to all the things that are happening around you, you

will begin to see the correlations. If we choose to simply ignore

the signs we are given, then the signs will stop coming. 

There was a time recently when I was having a hard day. I began

to feel a little bit alone, a little bit disconnected, and so I pulled

light, and meditated. I directed my thoughts to my “heavenly

messengers” with whom I usually communicate. I told them, I

was feeling alone and disconnected and asked for a “sign,” of

some kind. Then I remembered the bible says “Do not ask for a

sign,” and so I said, “Oops, sorry, I guess I’m not supposed to

ask for sign,” and the message came into my head clearly. “That

is a fallacy. Of course we want you to see the signs. We send

them to you everyday. They are all around you, all of you. So

go ahead, ask, but once you do, you must be aware, you must

pay attention. The signs are everywhere.”  

Now, there are some things that will also come that are not

inspired. Use your gut to tell the difference. Being able to

discern is a skill. For example, I have visions, but I am sent

these visions from both the forces of light and those of darkness.

Quick Side note: Yes, there really are forces of both light and

darkness, regardless of what the Law of Attraction gurus say.

That’s why I am currently writing a new book about the LOA.

The LOA people say there are not “dark forces,” out there, only

what you attract to yourself, but that is really not the full story.

They have not lied, but kept the real story from you for perfectly
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good reasons. I am offering disclosure in When the Law of

Attraction Doesn’t Work - The Secret You Haven’t Been Told.

Be on the look out for it.

Back to the point about my visions. The “good” visions never

frighten, are only positive or give hope. The dark visions are

filled with taunts and hatred and ugliness. I am sharing this with

you for a reason. You see, just before I see a vision, a vibration

moves through my body. I use to not be able to tell who the

vision was from until I actually saw it. Now, I can tell from the

feeling of the vibration and I can immediately pull light and

raise my vibration so that I am not affected by the darkness.  It

took me a while to get it, but I am now pretty good at discerning

from where my messages are coming. 

Also, listen, even, to your mind chatter. I spoke at a conference

about the words that came into my mind and how I knew I was

being led in a certain direction. After the conference a woman

asked me how I was able to differentiate between normal mind

chatter and the inspired thoughts that may come. I explained to

her that sometimes I can’t. Sometimes it seems just like my own

mind just going a mile a minute, but then, some little

coincidence/synchronicity, will occur that lets me know that

what I was thinking was indeed the inspiration for which I’d

been searching. However, I wouldn’t have noticed the

synchronicity if I hadn’t been “paying attention.” 
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So, listen to your mind chatter, listen to the world, pay

attention. It doesn’t take very long at all before you realize

things in this world are not what they seem. There is much

more going on behind the scenes than we know or realize. And

it is MARVELOUS! 

As you persist in following these 7 easy-to-implement steps you

will become more and more in tune, and before you know it, you

will begin to have amazing, joyous, inspired things happen in

your life. Or if you already did, it will begin to be at a much

higher rate and much more controllable. Your connection will

grow stronger and stronger every day. 

As I love to say, there is a delicious side-effect to following

these 7 steps, for they are steps to overcoming stress, depression

and suddenly realizing the feeling of a deep, true, wonderful joy,

the joy that comes from a high vibrational alignment. 

Of course, you can always take this deeper. If you are truly

struggling and want help, you can schedule a free one hour

Personal Life Transformation Strategy session. We will discuss

your current situation and help you get on a road for total life

transformation!

Just go here: http://mccartneygreen.youcanbook.me

For now, be in joy. Follow the 7 steps in this gift and if you

would like to share your progress, please write me at

http://mccartneygreen.youcanbook.me
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mccartneygreen@gmail.com

mailto:mccartneygreen@gmail.com!
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